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“There’s Nothing
Wrong With
Having A Tree
As A Friend.”
-Bob Ross

For a year that was full of curveballs, one thing remained the same and one changed
when it comes to mulch colors: Our
. bestseller list was dominated by the colors of
brown, black and red. Black has finally overtaken gold. We in the Midwest seem to
love the darker colors.
As customers are always looking for hot trends, we talked this winter in depth with our
colorant supplier. Here we have summarized our discussion on mulch color trends
across the country:
• Big picture on popular mulch colors. - When it comes to mulch colorant,
brown has been the No. 1 bestseller for over a decade. In that same time,
black has secured the second spot on our bestseller list, while red has seen a
slight dip in popularity.
• Millennials take over the mulch market. -The newest generation of
homeowners surprised some experts by choosing to move to the suburbs in
significant numbers. As those Millennials bought houses and got to work on
home improvement projects, the mulch market trended towards their tastes. As
a result, colored mulch continued to grow in popularity, with shades. of brown
and black proving to be the trendiest picks.
• Most popular mulch colorant by region. - Coast to coast, brown represented
half of all colored mulch sold in 2021 and black is quickly moving up the charts
especially in warmer/dryer places to help slow the evaporation and reduce the
watering during hot spells.

Quarterly Recipe – Buffalo Chicken Dip
Directions:

Why do flower beds
have mulch?

Ingredients:

So you can’t see their
underplants…..!

2- Cans of shredded chicken
2- 8oz packages of cream
cheese
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1- Cup of ranch dressing
¾- cup franks red hot sauce

Put all ingredients into a crock pot. Turn the crock pot
to medium. Let all the ingredients melt together, after
all ingredients are melted and hot, turn the crock pot
down to low.
Enjoy with tortilla chips or celery sticks!

Why Mulch……?
Mulch is an affordable, beneficial and multi-purpose landscaping material. Here are seven interesting facts
about how it can make your lawn and garden the envy of the neighborhood.

1.

plummet in early spring. In addition, during the winter, mulch helps
. insulate the soil to minimize
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frost damage to plants.
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It insulates-Mulch helps protect newly planted seedlings from shock when overnight temperatures

2.

E-MAIL:

It keeps soil cool-Mulch helps prevent soil from overheating during the summer. This helps keep it
at a consistent temperature and minimizes stress on plants.
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.
3.

March 13th- Daylight
Savings
March 17th- St. Patrick’s
Day

It keeps soil moist-Mulch helps the soil retain moisture by shielding it from the sun’s drying rays. It
also helps prevent the soil from cracking and becoming compacted.

4.

It limits weed growth-A layer of about five to 10 centimeters of mulch can help smother and
suppress weeds by depriving them of the sunlight they need to germinate and grow. In addition, any
It improves soil health
weeds that do pop up will be easy to pull out since their roots are unlikely to grow very deep.
As mulch breaks down it provides
the soil with nitrogen and other vital

5.

nutrients.
In addition,
this added
It controls pests-Certain types of mulch, such as cedar, cypress and
pinewood
chips, contain
oils
organic matter helps promote root
growth,
increasethe
water
that repel ticks, gnats and fleas. In addition, as the mulch decomposes,
it changes
soil infiltration
and improve the soil’s watercomposition and encourages the growth of beneficial fungi and provides
holding helpful
capacityinsects, such as
earthworms, with food and shelter

6.

.

It prevents soil erosion-Mulching is an effective way to prevent soil erosion caused by wind,
watering and heavy rainfall. It also prevents mud splash and runoff.

7.

It improves soil health-As mulch breaks down it provides the soil with nitrogen and other vital
nutrients. In addition, this added organic matter helps promote root growth, increase water
infiltration and improve the soil’s water-holding capacity

